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IBM MaaS360 
Productivity Suite 
Mobile containers to protect enterprise data

Separate your work and play
IBM® MaaS360® Productivity Suite delivers an integrated set of 
cross-platform solutions to isolate and contain work data in the bring 
your own device (BYOD) era. It helps employees safely access 
corporate data while preserving the mobile experience on their 
smartphones and tablets.

MaaS360 Productivity Suite addresses key concerns of data loss risks. 
Through authentication and authorization, only approved and valid 
users can access sensitive data. With secure container policies to control 
data flows, you can restrict sharing by users, forwarding of attachments 
and copying and pasting. Devices that are lost, stolen or compromised 
can be selectively wiped to remove the secure container and other 
enterprise apps, data or profiles.

Deliver a dual persona experience
MaaS360 Productivity Suite delivers a robust data loss prevention 
solution with consistent and seamless workflows.

It uses a dual persona approach, keeping information your users need 
for work in one protected location. They can manage all their emails, 
contacts, calendar, apps, documents, and the Web from one dedicated 
workspace on their mobile devices, no matter who owns them.

You can put controls in place to manage this secure container that do 
not affect the rest of the device so you can separate work from play.

Key benefits

• Robust set of office productivity tools 
for viewing and sharing

• Safely support BYOD

• Separate personal and corporate data

• Reduce risk of sensitive data leakage

• Use single sign-on for authentication

• Enable online and offline compliance 
checks

• Wipe suite container, app containers, 
enterprise profiles or whole device

• Experience consistent and seamless 
workflows for iOS, Android and 
Windows Phone

• Use granular administrative controls 
and interactive, graphical reports
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Work on-the-go with MaaS360 
Productivity Suite
MaaS360 Productivity Suite for iOS, Android, and Windows 
Phone has the essential mobile solutions needed for a safe and 
protected workspace on-the-go, especially on employee-
owned devices. Designed for speed as well as for security, it 
provides a simple, easy experience that users expect.

IBM® MaaS360® Secure Mobile Mail 
An intuitive office productivity app for email, calendar and 
contacts.
• Robust PIM app for email, calendar and contacts
• Control emails (both text and attachments) in container
• Use FIPS 140-2 compliant, AES-256 encryption
• Support for cloud email such as Office 365 and Gmail
• Enable authentication, as well as online and offline 

compliance checks prior to accessing email

• Allow users to store attachments, make revisions and send 
documents

• Restrict forwarding, move to other apps, copy, paste, and 
screen capture

• Selectively wipe attachments, even outside of email
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Figure 2: MaaS360 container with MaaS360 Secure Mobile Mail

Figure 1: Security and productivity across multiple device types



Figure 3: App policy choices with MaaS360 Mobile Application Security
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IBM® MaaS360® Mobile Application Security
A mobile application container with robust operational and 
security management to protect against data leaks.
• Enable required authentication
• Enforce device compliance checks
• Restrict copy and paste, as well as local and cloud data 

backups
• Receive near real-time alerts of compliance violations
• Configure automated compliance enforcement actions
• Offered as an easy-to-use app wrapper or SDK for 

integration
• App-level tunneling (no VPN) for protected access to 

corporate data

IBM® MaaS360®  Secure Mobile Browser
A robust web browser designed to protect access to  
corporate intranet sites and enforce compliance with content 
policies.
• Safely access corporate internet sites without VPN
• Mobilize SharePoint, JIRA, internal wikis and legacy ERP 

systems
• Block known malicious websites using a scanning engine and 

reputation database
• Define URL security by 60+ categories with millions of 

URLs
• Select URL categories to allow, block and track
• Restrict cookies, file downloads, copy, paste and printing
• Send text or HTML violation alerts to users and 

administrator
• View detailed reports of policy violations with an audit trail

To learn more about IBM Security fraud-prevention solutions, 
please contact your IBM representative or IBM Business 
Partner, or visit the following website: ibm.com/security.

Figure 4: Web URL category filtering for MaaS360 Secure Mobile Browser
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